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Top tips for using e-mail and clips to get booked 

Angie Belcher 

 

A lot of comedy promoters will ask you for a clip showcasing your talents as a live act. If a promoter hasn’t seen you 

live, then this is a really important calling card. Remember promoters and agencies are busy people so make it easy 

for them to access your clip, see you, hear you and respond to you. 

The E-mail: 

1) Send a nice email, don’t try to be facetious or over friendly, keep it professional and upbeat. 

2) Get my fucking name right, it’s plastered all over the interwebs, getting it wrong seems lazy and rude. 

3) So called “Funny quotes from your Mom” are not funny, they’re hack. 

4) Quote the date and night you’re interested, I run several gigs. 

5) Be nice, I only book nice people. 

6) Flattery gets you everywhere, if you tell me you’ve heard lovely things about my gig I love it, I’m only human. 

7) Research what kind of things the promoter is into; tailor the kind of clip you send them. 

The Clip 

8)  Don’t send a clip that goes 3 minutes without the audience laughing. Hopefully this is self explanatory but I 

have an inbox full of this...Even if you tell me the funny is at the end, promoters won’t wait. 

9) Don’t send me stuff half way through your act with no context; I wasn’t at the gig so it means nothing to me. 

10) Keep your material accessible; don’t open with any edgy or politically dubious material unless you know the 

promoter is particularly looking for that kind of stuff. 

11) Don’t have too many long graphics, it’s you the promoter wants to see, not your editing skills. 

12) Don’t use canned laughter, it’s obvious, amateur and stupid. 

13) Don’t choose your worst gig to send me then tell me it’s not your best gig, just send me your best gig, I’m 

not psychic. 

14) Don’t send me a clip of mostly audience banter unless it’s specifically a compering role on offer. 

15) Try to edit off or turn down the volume on the audience screaming and applause at the start of the clip, after 

the twentieth of these it really starts to hurt my ears. If anything, get the audience applause at the end 

instead as it shows what the audience thought of your act. 

16) Get a good quality clip, it doesn’t have to Spielberg but I need to hear and see you. Personally audio only 

clips bore me too cos I have to work harder. 

17) Try to get your mate who’s recording the clip to keep their bloody camera still. It’s not top of the Pops. 
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